The Peabody, the South’s grand hotel
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welcomes you to Afternoon Tea
in Chez Philippe.

welcomes you to Afternoon Tea
in Chez Philippe.

the custom of taking afternoon tea became fashionable
in the late 1600s. tea created an atmosphere, an aura of
grace and elegance, an institution of relaxation…
a time to entertain friends and business associates alike.
as many world class hotels began serving tea,
it became a place to see and be seen, and most assuredly, a
place to share the latest gossip. the peabody offers you all
of that, as well as, an exquisite array of fine teas and
pastries. set in chez philippe, afternoon tea at the
peabody is the epitome of southern hospitality
and tradition.
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join us wednesday through saturday from
1:00 pm to 3:30 pm in chez philippe. reservations are highly
recommended by calling 901.529.4000.
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Duckie Tea 30

children 12 & under

Chez Philippe Tea 45

three courses with choice of tea

The Peabody Tea 55
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The Peabody Tea 55

three courses with choice of tea
& a glass of champagne
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per person, including valet parking. excluding tax & gratuity
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we proudly serve all organic teas sourced from rishi tea company
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Seasonal Tea Fare from the Chef
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our chefs have prepared three courses highlighting the
season’s bounty to complement your tea selections.
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you will receive a savory course, our daily scone &
an assortment of desserts
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